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In SIMTOS-23, individual and joint scoring posed unique problems. Within
real world environment where constant, rapid, and demanding interaction is

"the norm, it is difficult to measure with precision the individual decision
processes and use of decision aids. To achieve the basic purposes of a
G2/G3 SIMTOS experiment, certain artificialities were introduced but these
were minimized. -,

In OD SIMTOS certain significant problems were readily apparent. One was
to overcome the difficulties an Aggressor G3 would encounter when faced with
G3 who was trained for and had extensive experience in U.S. force structure

and maneuvering. Secondly, the Aggressor G3 had to function as a live,
independently thinking and active individual, not as a computer. And lastly,
the quantity and quality of intelligence to be provided opposing G3s
had to be addressed.

" - 2This report is primarily addressed to military researchers engaged in
man-in-the-loop simulations which investigate player behavior in cooperative
and antaponistic circumstances..
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FOREWORD

The Human Factors Technical Area is concerned with the human resource
demands of increasingly complex battlefield systems which are used to
acquire, transmit, process, disseminate, and utilize information. This
increased complexity places greater demands upon the operator interacting

with the machine system. Research in this area is focused on human
performance problems related to interactions within command and control
centers as well as issues of system development. It is concerned with
such areas as software development, topographic products, tactical
symbology, user-oriented systems, information management, staff opera-
tions and procedures, decision support, and sensor systems integration
and utilization.

and information processing. With the advent of an automated tactical

operations center several years away, experimental investigations of
critical man-machine and man-man interfaces at the command staff level
require use of command staff simulation. To support research in this
area, ARI has developed SIMTOS: a man-in-the-loop interactive simulation

of a tactical operations system. It is a computer-based, controlled
exercise environment for the experimental analysis of information proc-
essing by a single member of the division level command staff (either G2
intelligence, or G3 operations). Previous research did not directly
involve G3/G2 interaction or require a live, intelligent opponent. This
report analyzes the current SIMTOS and delineates the development and
modifications required to provide for interactive G3/G2 play in SIMTOS,
as well as for the capability to play a live aggressor G3 against a live
defender G3.

Research in the area of command staff decisionmaking is conducted as I
an in-house effort augmented by contracts with organizations selected for'their specialized capabilities and unique facilities. The present

research was conducted oy personnel from Ketron, Ink. under contract A
DAHC-19-78-C-0021. Research in this area is responsive to general

S-requirements of Army' project 2QI62722A774. This effort i,- related to

special requirements of the U.S. Army Intelligence Center and School,
Ft. Huachuca, Ariz., contained in HRN 78-35 (Wargaming of Intelligence)
and to Science and Technology Objectives 78-1.1 and 78-9.1.1.

J PH Z NER
3 chnical Director
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BRIEF

Requirement:

To develop player tasking and the necessary related
materials within the context of SIMTOS to support research
on two players in two new versions; one involves a two-
person joint-play game (G2 and G3) against a computer-
programmed "Aggressor"; the second one involves two op-
posing G3 players.

Procedure:

SIMTOS-23

A detailed analysis of typical G2 functions and tasks
was made and player tasks were selected based on several
criteria: significance, degree of impact on G3 activities,
potential interaction with the G3, requirement to search
the data base, ability to be scored, potential impact on
the combat phase.

The G2 and G3 tasks were placed in a play sequence,
allowing for individual and joint scoring.

A conceptual approach to scoring was developed,
stressing measurement of interactive relationships be-
tween the G2 and G3.

A detailed review was made of the existing G2 and G3
bulk data bases for defensive planning and the G3 bulk data
base for combat. Recommendations for data base changes
were developed to satisfy SIMTOS-23 requirements.

SIMTOS-OD

A detailed analysis was made of the anticipated actions
and needs of a typical G3 in a defensive force posture faced
with an impending attack planned and executed by an aggres-
sive, vigorous, live G3.

3 The relative advantages, for the sake of realism,
which a live aggressor G3 (AG-3) might bring to the experi-
ments and, conversely, the practicability, considering re-
sources and time available for doing so, were analyzed.
Impact on the existing scenarios and bulk data bases was
assessed and recommendations made to optimize the exist-
ing data bases.

in Early on, it became apparent that substantial disparity
Squalifications would be evident at the outset of play if

one of two essentially equal players was to begin play with
a completely unfamiliar Circle Trigon Combined Arms Army.

i I



An effort was made to eliminate the disparity in familiar-
ity with force structure, operational art and tactics,
capabilities, etc., and initiate the game with G3s equally
qualified for planning and maneuvering of two quite dis-
similar forces.

A conceptual approach to intelligence management was
developed.

Conclusions:

SIMTOS-23

1. G2/G3 interaction is an essential feature of
SIMTOS-23 and measures of interaction must be developed
and tested as predictors of tactical outcomes.

2. A recent method of relating decisions to outcome,
capable of measuring the individual and joint contributions
to outcome, was found to be applicable to the SIMTOS-23
experiment.

3. In order to be scored individually, the G2 must
accomplish certain tasks in isolation from the G3 at the
cost of some loss in realism. The individual scoring of
G2 and G3 should remain based on Leavenworth Standards.

4. The current defensive G2 scenario and data base
should be modified to deprive the G2 of conclusions since
it is recommended that G2 conduct a free play.

S5. Intelligence information provided to the G2
should be "true" rather than ambiguous. No significant
gain is seen to be derived by having the G2 test the re-
liability of information.

6. The G3 should be asked to execute the OPLAN,
jointly developed with the G2, rather than proceed to
combat with a standard school plan.

7. The tasks now assigned to the G3 in the current
SIMTOS are appropriate.

8. SIMTOS G3 defensive scenario requires no signi-
ficant change. The G2 part of the current defensive G3
scenario and data base should be taken out and the current
defensive G2 scenario and data base added to the current
defensive G3 scenario.



SIMT'• -OD

1. The employment of a U.S. trained, experienced Army
officer to fulfill the role of an AG-3 would not be practi-
cal unless previously or specifically trained in Circle
Trigon organization, doctrine and tactics. Since this is
-impractical as a prelude to each experiment, it was furtherconcluded that an expert AG-3 can be engaged for the series

of experiments.

2. An expert AG-3 repeatedly engaged in the OD-SIMTOS
experiments would start play with significant advantages
over the opposing DG-3.

3. An AG-3 with unlimited flexibility in selection
of courses of action and force organization could inflict

an inordinate programming and administrative burden on the
experimenters. It is recommended that AG-3 be constrained
to one course of action in the planning phase and free play
in the combat phase.

4. The use of a live AG-3 may require some modifica-

tion to the SIMTOS On-Line Facility and addition to the hard-
ware subsystems and changes to the bulk data base.

5. Scoring methodology should remain the same as cur-

rently used for the DG-3 in the existing SIMTOS.

4 ~i I
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I. SIMTOS-23

RESEARCH CONSIDERATIONS

THE G2 FUNCTION

The central research problem of adding a live G2 play-
er to the G3 SIMTOS is to design a structure which facili-
tates the observation and measurement of G2's decisions and
which preserves, at the same time, sufficient realism for
the player's behavior to remain experimentally meaningful.
The demands for control of the experiment generally mili-
tate against those factors which represent the real-life
situation. The selection of player tasks, therefore, in-
variably represents a compromise between realism and ex-
perimental needs.

Our analysis showed that three questions, in particu-
* lar, had to be resolved regarding the conceptual approach

to the design of the SI14TOS G2 function.

The first question dealt with the fact that in real
life, a G2 would have a staff which in SIMTOS is simulated
by the computer data base containing recommendations. The
second important point to consider was the desirability of
emulating real-life data or information by presenting the
G2 with partially accurate intelligence and have him go
through the process of sifting and evaluating the computer-
generated intelligence reports. The third question involved
the G2/G3 interaction and the degree to which it would be
profitable to simulate it in SIMTOS. Here considerations
of experimental control and individual versus joint G2/G3
scoring determined our recommended approach.

The G2 Staff Function

A careful distinction must be made between the G2 and
his staff in the SIMTOS context. In real life, the G2
staff deals with minutiae and prepares conclusions and re-
commendations for G2's approval. The SIMTOS data base,
substituting for G2 staff, could provide the G2 with a
choice of recommendations and the G2 task, i.e., decision,
would be the selection from a plausible set of recommenda-
tions. The advantages of this "multiple-choice" approach
are the reduction in G2's detailed work load and greater A
control for the experimenter since play would proceed from
one of several predetermined decision points.

On the negative side, however, it appears that a G2
in real life does not simply select from staff recommenda-
tions, but uses his substantial knowledge about the situa-

A
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tion and professional experience to make a reasoned selec-V
tion or modification of the recommendations presented. It
is true that as credibility, quality and accuracy developwithin the G2 staff, the G2 will generally come to rely
more heavily upon his staff and divorce himself from the
minutiae. This does not absolve the G2 of any responsi-
bility, however, and reliance on the staff only occurs
after the G2 is thoroughly familiar with the total intel-
ligence function, current or ongoing intelligence situation
and good rapport established with the key members of his
staff.

In this experiment the G2 is new on the scene. The
conditions have not been established for accepting "in the
blind" a staff iecommendation. It would appear that the
only reasonable recommendation the player could be presented
is a "school solution" or set of school solutions. If pre-
sented one solution it should be the best of school alterna-
tives. if presented a sec to choose from, the G2 should beprovided all the basic G2 data for reference so that he may

select from the set or test the quality or accuracy of the
offered solution(s). A wary G2 would do just that. Thenthe only advantage to be gained in this approach is limit-
ing the G2's choice.

There is yet a stronger argument against using a multi-
ple-choice approach (school solutions), and it is the school
factor. The school, and to a lesser degree an experiment,
interposes a condition of unreality on the thinking processes
of a student/player. He knows that his work in school is
going to be graded and that grade determines to a certain
extent the future course of his career. He learns early
to play the game "theiz way". He therefore seeks to produce
a solution that is a replica of the school solution, sub-
ordinating his own professional or intuitive feelings. If
he knows, and he would after the first task, that he will
be furnished the solution or a set of reasonable alterna-
tives to continue play, then he is likely to lose incentive
to exercise diligently the decision making process. His
imagination and innovativeness would be constrained. I

It is, therefore, recommended that the G2 look over
the shoulders of the staff, i.e., call up the data, and ar-
rive at conclusions without the benofit of a school solu-
tion to inhibit his own thinking prncess.

G2/G3 Interaction

In the real worll, The G2 function is vital to increase
the probability .-f su.:cess on the battlefield. However,
the data that the G2 develops may be viewed with varying
degrees of skep- -sm H., the staff. The conclusions he

-2-
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arrives at and recommendations he makes will be accorded
different levels of credibility and importance by the
different personality types of G3s working alongside the
G2. Additionally, his actions are not generally as drama-Stic as those of the G3 and results are not generally as

apparent as the battle is waged.

In a real life situation there is generally very
A-

close and continuing coordination, and a running dialogue
between the G2/G3 and their respective staffs. Generally,
the cross fertilization in the planning phase results in
a G2 estimate and recommendations influenced by the G3 as-
sessment and comments. Conversely, the G3 plan is cer-
tainly influenced by the G2.

From the experimental point of view, the question is
how free should this interaction be, given the constraints
of control and time. Furthermore, the problem. of scor-4
ing is directly affected by the G2/G3 interaction pattern
and the play consequences resulting from it.

If interaction were allowed to be completely uncon-
trolled, then it would be most difficult to determine the

4 individual decisions and scores. Hence the G2 should be
tasked in such a way that his informational needs are
clearly exhibited. If he performs his tasks in isolation,
his decisions can be presented to the experimenter for
later scoring.

The problem still remains of how should G2's recom-
mendations, i.e., decisions, be used in the play. It wast• mentioned earlier that the G3 may not always agree with the
G2's conclusions and may tailor his forces along different
avenues of approach, select different key terrain features,
arrive at a probable enemy course of action different from
the one indicated by the G2, etc.

To resolve this question, it is recommended that after
the G2 presents solutions to his planning tasks (Response
Sheet RS 1 and 2) to the experimenter, he would brief the
G3 on his conclusions and recommendations. This would al-
low for open discussion and interaction between the G2 and
G3 and would result in an opportunity for joint scoring
and participation of the experimenter. The briefing would
provide an opportunity for the experimenter to assess:

0 the G2's perception of the type and detail
of information needed by the G3 or Commander,

-3-



S* the quantity and nature of the dialogue
'1 between G2 and G3,

H 0 voluntary changes to the G2 conclusions/
recommendations resulting from the G2/
G3 dialogue, and

0 the areas of disagreement (if any) between
the G2 and G3.

The play could proceed from this point on, based on
the G2/G3 decisions or on the school solution. Our pre-
ference for a "free" play over using the school solution
has been discussed above under staff function.

Integrity of Simulated Intelligence

-4¶ Consideration was given to deliberately providing false
or inaccurate intelligence initially which would then becorrected as play proceeded. Philosophically, that would

not be unreal for this peacetime/approaching war/war scenario.
The initial separation of forces and political situation
would prevent the acquisition of all the accurate informa-
tion/intelligence the G2 would desire. As the opposing
formations close to contact, the quality of intelligence
improves. The enemy's intentions are difficult to ascer-
tain until he has committed his forces. Even then, he may
exercise certain options which can unbalance the G2's best
estimates.

In view of the time limitations in the game play and
assessment of the value to be gained by insertion of falsedata, the idea was rejected. Both trained G2 and G3 play-

ers are going to react to any given "situation" and exer-
cise their indiv~iual decision making processes. Insertion
of false data with gradual correction as play progresses
will only result in more frequent reaction to a "situation".
It appears that there are sufficient opportunities for ob-
servation and measurement of G2's reaction in the proposed
scenario.

SUMMARY

The problem of adding a live G2 player alongside the
G3 has several components. The substance of G2's decision
process is different from that of the G3 whose decision
outputs are actions, i.e., allocational or mission decisions
in SIMTOS. G2's decision process is heavily weighted by
information retrieval and interpretation, whereas his allo-
cational furactions are mainly limited to tasking units for
intelligence collection.

4 -4-



Since the G2 in SIMTOS operates without his staff, to
observe and score his decisions it is necessary either to
have him choose from among a fixed set of plausible deci-
sions, or have him arrive at decisions on the basis of a
"free" search for information. The former method facili-
tates baseline scoring, using a school solution as a stan-
dard. However, G2's behavioral realism is most likely to
suffer because of previous conditioning which favors school-
type solutions, as opposed to imaginative or unorthodox
approaches. We feel that the latter method is preferable.

The interaction between the G2 and G3 presents a dif-
ficult scoring problem. In addition, the conduct of the
combat phase is affected by the experimental policy on G3's
degree of autonomy from G2's recommendations. Following
our preference for realism at the expense of ease of scor-
ing, it is recommended that G2 work out his conclusions,
i.e., decisions, which are to be Scored, in isolation
from the G3. The jointly developed recommendations, rather
than the school solution, can then be the basis for the
conduct of the combat phase, and the outcome score can be
attributed to joint decision making.

Finally, the idea of presenting the G2 with only par-
tially accurate data in deference to realism and having him
correlate information to verify and refine his findings;
was rejected because it was felt that the process would not,
by itself, reveal significantly different decision making

I behavior on the part of the G2.

A!
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PLAYER TASKING

SELECTION OF G2 TASKS

H. An analysis waz made of the doctrinal (FM 101-5) func-
tions and tasks of a typical division intelligence offi-
cer (G2) and of the proposed functions and tasks of the
G2, enumerated in the draft ARI technical report, "Initial
Strategies for the Tactical Operations System (TOS) Sup-
port of the Command Control Process." It was determined
that the tasks shown in the ARI technical report do not
diverge from current doctrine. Significant tasks were
selected for further analysis to identify the most appro-
priate player tasks for the G2, shown in Table 1.

From this set, some of the tasks were dropped from
further consideration because of their obvious unsuitabi-
lity for the SIMTOS exercise (e.g., "Performs the hook up,
energizing, initialization and checkout of the TOS console"
or "Requests, receives and distributes special studies
required for operational planning"). As filtering of the
doctrinal tasks continued, those with most potential for
application in the SIMTOS were analyzed in greater depth.

The following criteria were established which the task
had to meet to become a final candidate as a player task:

* Fidelity to a real-life task, although not
necessarily a literal one-to-one translation
fron real-life tasks;

0 Strong iivpact on G3 planning activity;

0 IMaximum interaction with the G3;

• Potentially demanding of the G2 to search
the data base (query his staff);

0 Ability to be scored; and

• Potential for later impact on the combat
phase.

Based on these criteria, the following tasks were se-
lected for inclusion in the G2 play.

Task No. 1 Analyze Intelligence Annex of 3d
Corps OPORD;

-6-
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Task No. 2 Perform Terrain Analysis;

Task No. 3 Perform Weather Analysis;

Task No. 4 Perform Analysis of Enemy Situa-
tion;

Task No. 5 Develop EEI;

Task No. 6 Finalize an Intelligence Annex
1to the Div OPLAN;

Task No. 7 Determine Probable Enemy Courses
of Action;

Task No. 8 Assign Collection Tasks;

Task No. 9 Monitor Collection Effort;

Task No. 10 Determine Needs Relative to Mis-
sion Objective and Plans and Corps
Directives;

Task No. 31 Determine Avenues of Approach;

Task No. 12 Identify Key Terrain Features;

Task No. 13 Identify Blocking Positions.

STRUCTURING OF TASKS FOR THE G2 PLAY

It is important to bear in mind that while the G2 has a
great number of functions and tasks to perform, all of them
can be essentially subsumed under three major activities:

(1) Maintain a vast storage of knowledge on
the past and current areas of operations,

enemy situation and capabilities;

4 (2) Maintain the intelligence cycle and contin-
ually update the intelligence estimate; and

(3) Constantly plan for contingencies, devise
new collection schemes and coordinate with
other staff and activities, keeping the in-
telligence annex to the Div OPLAN/OPORD
current.

-Ii-



These major functions encompass all the tasks listed
above. To avoid confusion, we shall hencefor!th refer to
the thirteen tasks listed above as subtasks and reserve the
term "task" for the three major recommended G2 tasks dis-
cussed below.

A TASK I: COMPLUTE SELECTED PORTIONS OF THE INTELLIGENCE
EST IMATE

Specifically, the task requires the G2 to perform a

terrain analysis, a weather analysis, analyze the enemy
situation, select avenues of approach, key terrain features
and blocking positions, and select probable enemy courses
of action.

Discussion

This task encompasses subtasks 2,3,4,7,11,12, and 13
from the above lint. The analysis of the weather and ter-
rain, identification of key terrain features and blocking
positions, if viewed separately, would not have a drama-
tic effect on the G2's conclusions on probable enemy courses '
of action. However, collectively, they could reasonably
be expected ro influence his conclusion. To add to the
complexity of his analysis, the severity of weather and
terrain could be increased beyond that now in the data base.

The selection of avenues of approach and analysis of
the enemy situation are key factors a.nd influence greatly
the quality of the G2 conclusions in his estimate. When
the G2 has completed this task, the G3 will have access
to sufficient data on the area of operations, enemy situa-
tion, his capabilities and probable courses of action, to
proceed with his task of recommending a course of action,
allocation of combat power, and begin work cn the OPLAN,

S TASK II: PREPARE SELECTED PORTIONS OF T3E INTELLIGENCE
ANNEX TO 20TH ICH. DIV. OPIAN 37

This task requires the G2 to complete paragraph 3 of
the intelligence annex, "Intelligence Acquisition Tasks."

Discussion

This task encompasses, in whole or in part, subtasks
1,5,6,8, and 10 from the above-listed subtasks. In order
for G2 to assign intelligence acquisition subtasks, he must
know the 3d Corps EEI and Division EEI. Both are contained
in SIMTOS. He will need to interact with the G3 to deter-

-12-



mine divisional unit missions, sectors and boundaries, He
must deduce the division's other intelligence requirements
(OIR) and be Lknowledgeable of adjacent and higher unit lo-
cations and missions in order to complete paragraph 3.The G2I and G3 may work concurrently on the preparationof the intelligence annex and the OPLAN, respectively,

with close interaction.

TASK III: MONITOR THE INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION AND PREPARE
Discussion�AN INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY FOR FORWARDING TO 3D CORPS

This task is derived from subtask 9. During the com-
b'at phase, the G2 should monitor the intelligence collec-
tion effort, update the intelligence estimate and report
sijnifi-,ant changes to the G3. The G2 wil\ obtain infor-
mation/intelligence as the battle pcogresses, i.e., per-
iodic intelligence reports (PERINTREP) from Corps and ad-
jacent units, situation reports (SITREP), or spot reports
from own units. The G2 may record the new data for use
in preparing the INTSUM. The G3, zn the combat phase,will have the option of reallocating fire power and chang-

ing the task organization in reaction to the changing sta-
tus of his own forces and/or to changes in the enemy sit-
uation as reported by the G2.

As examples, it is reasonable to expect the G3 to watch
closely his own situation, amount of terrain being held or
relinquished, vulnerability of flanks, loss of key terrain,
attrition of personnel and equipment, etc. In all proba-
bility he will react to those deteriorating conditions by
changing priority of fires, unit organizations and missions
(cZelay, defend, withdraw), and calling for artillery and
air strikes where needed. it is also reasonable to expect
the G3 to react promptly to exploit a new found enemy vul-
nerability or weakness. The G2 may develop such intelli-

gence from information received from his collection agen-
Scies. This then should be passed to the G3 for his con-
sideration and action as appropriate.

G3 Tasks

The tasks assigned to the G3 in the current SIMTOS
simulation were analyzed and found to he the most appro-
priate of the wide range of tasks to select from. Adher-
ing to the doctrinal procedures for staff functions and
tasks, as set forth in FM 101-5, the tasks selected are
considered to be the most important ones and will have the

-13-



greatesL impact on the outcome of the combat phase. The
current order of task execution was determix-d to be the
most logical one and to follow accurately tf. sequence of
actions in making and executing decisions as shown in FM

i~i 101-5.

It is felt, however, that some artificiality may have
to be introduced into the experiment at this point as alluded
to earlier (in the conclusions section of the brief).
Normally, the G2/G3 and the rest of the staif interact very
closely in the development of their respective estimates
and plans. Frequently, a staff member will require a bit
of information or a conclusion from another staff member
before he can proceed with his estimate. In close inter-
action, a response will be provided or at least there will
be a dialogue on the issue, even if it is out of sequence
for the queried staff member. In this experiment, the
G3 is dependent upon certain G2-developed intelligence in
order to develop a viable operations plan. The G3 there-
fore should wait for the G2 to complete his estimate and
do so without dialogue or interaction. For purposes of

Sscoring, it is felt thl.t this artificiality should be toler-
ated.

Based on analysis it has been concluded that the G3
scenario - as it now exists for the defensive - requires
no significant modification. Certain frames of informa-
tion in the data base will require change or deletion,
as will be discussed later.

-14



PLAY SEQUENCE

It was mentioned earlier that in real life, there is
generally very close and continuing coordination and co-
operation between the G2 and G3 and their staffs. Since•i it is desirable to be able to score the G2 and (;3 both in-

dividually and jointly, it follows that at least some of
their decision making processes should be made 'n isola-
tion from each other. Granted that it is probab'ly unreal-
istic to try to determine precisely which functions or tasks
the G2 should perform in isolation from the G3, i.t never-

,.I theless seems reasonable to have the G2 develop Lhe Intel-
ligence Estimate (Task I) without any interaction with

ýA the G3. The reasons for this approach are that: (I) G2's
Sdecisions and information-accessing record could Le evalu-

ated individually and (2) G3 generally needs the cutputs
of G2's Task I to arrive at his conclusions. The zim is
to actually prevent interaction at this stage by depriv-
ing the G3 of intelligence information in the data base.

Table 2 shows the play sequence for the Planning andCombat Phase. t

The preliminary phase of the experiment includes an
interview of the players. The G2 and G3 are then given
the Situation Summary, OPORD 63, and other materials to
acquaint them with the scenario. A training session on
computer procedure concludes the preparatory phase of the
play.

Play begins with the Commander's guidance issued to
the G2 and G3. The G2 is then asked to complete Task I, I
Intelligence Estimate, in isolation from the G3. The G3,
meanwhile, will study estimates, as contained in the data
base. by staff members other than G2.

When G2 completes his Task I, he submits the response
sheets to the experimenter for later individual scoring
and then briefs the G3.

Briefed by the G2, the G3 begins to work on his tasks,
* as laid down in Response Sheets No. 1,2, and 3.

The G2 needs specific unit allocation information
from the G3 to complete the Intelligence Annex (Task II).
At the same time, G3 may request information from he G2.

The interaction between the G2 and G3 during this phase
corresponds to the real-life situation, whereas the isola-
tion imposed upon the G2 during his work on Task I is an arti-
fice, justified only by the need for individual scoring.

-15-
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TABLE 2
G2/G3 PLAY SEQUENCE

C PLANNING PHASE

G2 G3
ACTION ACTION

"* Interview 0 Interview

"" Study Situation Summary, e Study Situation Summary
OPORD G3 and Planning and Planning Activities
Activities Overview Overview

* Learn Computer Procedure * Learn Computer Procedure
usinig Intel Annex to OPORD 63
as vehicle

Receive Commander's Guidance * Receive Commander's
Guidance

* TASK I: INTELLIGENCE ESTIMATE * Use data base to obtain

Submit Response Sheet #1 estimates from staff
and #2 to Experimenter members other than G2

. Brief the G3

o TASK II: INTELLIGENCE ANNEX o Complete Response Sheets
Complete Response Sheet #3 #1, 2, and 3
Assist the G3 as he calls
for data from G2 functional
area

* Prepare SRI List * Prepare SRI List

- PeL
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"TABLE 2

G2/G3 PLAY SEQUENCE, Continued....

COMBAT PHASE

G2 G3
ACTION ACTION ig

* Monitor Progress of Battle e Monitor all own Forces

and all Aggressor Activity Status. Adjust Force
Noted from Spot Reports, Structure and Fire Support
Collection Agency Reports Units to Counter Threat
SRI Data, etc. as Required

e Update Estimate, Annex * Coordinate with G2 to
as Appropriate Determine New Enemy

Vulnerabilities or
0 Task Units as Appropriate Weaknesses

for New Collection Efforts . Monitor SRI Frames

* Prepare INTSUM

I
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After the G2 and G3 complete their respective planningphases, they are requested to prepare the Standing Requestsfor Information (SPI) lists.
In the Combat Phase, the G3 tasks are essentially the

same as in the G3 SIMTOS, except that the G3 obtains in-telligence information from a live player.

I•11
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SCORING

A primary objective in the SIMTOS-related research pro-
gram is to assess the effects of various information sys-
tems and formats upon the quality of decisions taken by G2
and G3 officers in a division tactical operations center
(DTOC).

Reliable measures of decisioci quality were developed
in an experiment in which scoring standards were based on
the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College lesson
plans (Krumm, Robins, and Ryan, 1973).

The three major variables and their component mea- I
sures (Ability Composite, Decision Process Pattern, and
Experience Composite) were intentionally defined so as not
to take into account the content of the information pre-
sented to the subject. A fourth major variable, Facts
Possessed, was defined in terms of a scheme which scored
the number of facts contained in a CRT display (data baseframe).

Analysis of the scoring problem in SIMTOS-23 strongly
indicated that there are two fundamental issues that must
be resolved in order to render the SIITOS-23 version use-
ful as a research tool. The first issue is the need to de-
velop measures of G2/G3 interaction that can be reliably
associated with tactical outcomes. The second issue is the
natural consequence of the first one, i.e., how to assess
the individual contributions to final tactical outcome,
apart from the jointly developed decisions by the G2 and
G3.

The following is a set of interaction measures which
suggest themselves as potentially useful in influencing
the outcome:

0 Frequency, a binary (yes-no) record of an
interaction when it takes place.

9 Volume, i.e., a "bulk" measure of how much
information was transferred from one player
to the other. The current Facts Possessed
measure could be used as a basis for de-
veloping the information transfer measure.

* Response, measuring the extent to which
the G3, in free play, accepted the facts
or recommendations by the G2.

-19-
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The response measure is really a composite measure,
because G2's recommendations may be good or bad, while G3
may accept or reject good or bad advice.

SELECTION OF BEST SUBSET OF REGRESSION VARIABLES

A review of the recent literature in regression analy-
sis yielded a method of selecting a best subset of regres-
of discriminating between the G2 and G3 influence on play

outcome. The method, by R.R. Hocking, is especially ap-
propriate, because it also addresses the more general
problem of optimizing the set of independent variables
out of an initial set of potential candidate measures
(Enslein, Ralston, and Wilf, 1977). Hocking's method thus
frees the experimenter from the constraint of having to
Sfix a priori the independent variables to be used in the
multiple regression analysis.

We propose the following methodology for evaluating
the decision making performance of the two players in
SIMTOS-23.

Referring to Figure 1, the proposed SIMTOS-23 play,
in broad outline, consists of two phases (planning and
combat) and possible G2/G3 interaction at all times ex-
cept during G2's Task I. The time slots or blocks, t,
t 2 , t 3 , etc., indicate that the play can be subdivided
or thought of as consisting of some number of tima slots,
bracketing subtasks and major tasks. The time blocks
simply serve to delineate data classes, to distinguish
observations of the same task at different times.

1 Assuming the validity of the independent variables
(decision measures) established by Krumm, Robins, and
Ryan in the G3 experiment, a set of SIMTOS-23 variables
can be constructed consisting of current G3 variables for
the G3 acting alone, the same variables for the G2 acting
alone, and some interaction measures, as indicated earlier.
The observed values of each variable during specified time
slots constitute the set t of independent variables that
can be used in multiple linear regression analysis, as out-
lined in Figure 2.

The experimenter is now faced with the question of
which subset s of the original t variables should be used
to best describe a particular response, or outcome y.
Thus the investigator must determine, based on the existing
data, both the number of variables in the subset regression

-20-
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and the best subset of that size. -A common definition,
for example, of the "best" subset of size s is the one
with the smallest residual sum of squares (RSS).

Hocking's algorithm allows the experimenter to specify
a range of subset sizes, say between 1 and k, and the out-
put will contain, for each set size, the particular vari-
ables that yield the "best" criterion and, of course, the
value of the criterion. If, for example, RSS were used
as the criterion, then the values of RSS, as a function
of set size k, would decrease. The shape of the RSS func-
tion would generally indicate a break-point, that is, the
subset size beyond which it is not profitable to go, be-
cause the decrease in RSS is relatively insignificant.

In sum, we propose that having postulated an initial
set of decision variables, the experimenter can establish
relatively easily the optimal set of variables to be tested

in SIMTOS-23. The method of best subsets in a multiple
regression analysis will exhibit the relative influence
of decisions made by the G2 alone and jointly with the
G3 on the final outcomes. For each outcome (success)
measure, a different subset of decision variables can be
expected to be found by the algorithm as the one that best
"explains" the outcome.

1II
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SIMTOS DATA BASE MODIFICATIONS

An analysis has been made of the Defensive Planning
Bulk Data Base, dated 7 December 1974, supporting the G2
experiment and the Defensive Planning Bulk Data Base, dated
7 August 1974, supporting the G3 experiment.

The intelligence operation generally follows a four
phase cycle. The phases are:•A.

(1) directing the collection effort,

(2) collecting the information,

(3) Processing the collected information into
intelligence, and

(4) Disseminating and using the intelligence
developed.

The cycle is continuous and all phases are active concur-
rently after starting the cycle by planning and directing
the collection effort. Activation of the cycle is based
upon plans, orders and requests from higher, lower, and
adjacent headquarters and the specific initiative and
inquisitiveness of the G2 and his staff, and most import-
antly, with a thorough understanding of his unit's mission.

In our consideration of the extension of the SIMTOS,
it was assumed that the intelligence cycle had been acti-
vated well prior to the G2 reporting for duty. The bulk
data base reflects that condition and the G2 must have access
to the data base immediately to "come onboard". However,
in our analysis and selection of tasks for the G2, it be-
came apparent that certain of the bulk data frames should
be deleted or modified to deprive the G2 of machine-fur-
nished solutions. The reason for this modification is that
in our game design, the G2 will have the responsibility to
seek basic data produced by the active intelligence cycle
to the extent that he, as an individual, feels necessary
to arrive at certain essential conclusions.

G2 DATA BASE

The data provided the G2 in the G2 experiment is very
complete, containing an abundance of information, more than
adequate for G2 player introduction and use during the
planning phase. Data provided in the G3 experiment is in-

-24-
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sufficient for a live G2 player and some of the data is in
the form of solutions to tasks proposed earlier in this re-
port for the G2 in SIMTOS-23. With modification to some
frames in the G2 experiment data base, they could be used
in lieu of the G2 data now provided in the G3 experiment
data base.

Modifications recommended include:

j * Changing as required all date/time groups
on frames to bring G2 scenario in track
with the G3 scenario;

* Reviewing and changing as required all co-
ordinates to insure that they track with
the G3 scenario.

*i Number all frames in the Planninq Phase 0000;

0 Where now there are 0100-0200 and 0300 frames
•I presenting the initial data plus update,

synthesize the information from frames 0100
and 0200 into one frame of information re-
presenting that which the staff will work
with throughout planning;

* Deleting all 0300 frames for potential use
in the Combat Phase;

0 Delete certain frames that now provide so-
lutions to what are now recommended G2 tasks.

G3 DATA BASE

The G3 data base requires minor modification. Recom-
mended changes include:

0 Delete in its entirety what is now provided
as G2 data and use instead the modified
data base from the G2 experiment.

0 Examine the "Table" data base. Remove from
the G3 access to all information the G2
would normally possess.

• Remove all information the G2 would normally
have to acquire from his "staff" the SIMTOS
computer.

-25-
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It is envisioned that for game purposes, all c2 data would

be privileged at the outset with only the G2 halTing access.

This would prevent an anxious G3 from calling up basic G2

data and arriving at his conclusiOns uni3ateraily before

the G2 completed his ii.itial set of subtasks.

After the G2 has completed his estimate, lul the

data G2 had accessed would become available to the G3.

This would generate player interaction if the G3 wanted to

challenge the G2, or seek basic data to verify a conclu-

sion. It would prevent the G3 from preempting the G2, and

cause the G3 to request additional data from the G2 who

would be obliged to call. it up.

A

4
|
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II. SIMTOS-OD

RESEARCH CONSIDERATIONS

The central purpose for the expansion of SIMTOS to two-
• i sided play, Aggressor G3 versus Defensive G3, is to exploit

the capabilities of SIMTOS as.a research tool for:

0i • observing, measuring, and comparing live p]lay-

er performance against a vigorous live opponent in contrastto the performance of one live player against a computer.

i• Determining the utility of various decision
aids when employed against widely divergent aggressor tac-tics.

0 • Determining the implications for t&"e current

SSIMTOS data base given the different aggressor tactics.

• ~ASSUM•PTIONS

In order to bound the research effort, it was necessary
to make certain assumptions. They are:

0 There could be an expert Aggressor G3 pro-
vided by the experimenter;

0 Free play can be permitted the defending
force G3 throughout the planning and combat phases; and

a Modifications to the current SIMTOS data base
and scenarios are acceptable.

DISCUSSION

Scenario

A decision maker acts or reacts to a given "situation"
or set of "conditions" which exist or occur without warning.
Without perfect intelligence, a situation or condition results
from a move or counter move by an opponent. In this experi-
ment, any new "situation" will result from a change in the
status quo. This will cause the decision maker to initiate
a decision making cycle to recover from an unfavorable sit-
uation, to exploit a favorable change in his force status
or to capitalize on a new found enemy weakness. A change
in status quo may be brought about by a function of the com-
puter program or by a live Aggressor G3 (AG-3). The use of
a live Aggressor G3 provides an opportunity to examine a

-28-
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G3's decision processes and information needs under a much
wider variety and less predictable set of conditions thanwould be practical through computer simulation.

Ex2ert AG-3

Past experiments have engaged players with certain speci-
fied qualifications, experience or education. Expert know-
ledge of Circle Trigon doctrine, tactics and principles of
force organization and employment were not player requisites.

! ~While each may have possessed some knowledge in this field,it is considered highly unlikely that any could have been

considered expert. Experimentation utilizing a U.S. trained
and experienced staff officer to fulfill the role of an AG-3
against a live DG-3 is thought to be impractical and counter-
productive for the following reasons:

o In order to compete favorably with a trained
DG-3 player, each AG-3 player would require special and ex-
tensive training on Circle Trigon doctrine and tactics,
force structure, unit and equipment capabilities, and meth-
ods of employment. If this was not accomplished, it is post-
ulated that his performance would be habitually inferior
to that of the DG-3.

0 Again, if the AG-3 was not trained, his ex-
pected performance should be substantially inferior to that
of his counterpart on the staff of a real CAA (Combined
Arms Army) or component division. Assuming this expecta-
tion to be correct, it appears that data accumulated on
the opposing players would lack validity; the Al.73 would be
generally frustrated, and the DG-3 would obtain a distorted,
perhaps grossly distorted, view of a real world AG-3's capa-
bilities and talents.

0 Because of the similarity in background,
training and experience of the opposing players, it is be-
lieved that each could predict or anticipate with consider-
able accuracy the actions of the other in a given situation,
givLng a false indication of the planning and execution2
decision aid needs.

0 It was concluded that an AC 3 player who
is an expert on Circle Trigon doctrine and tactics should
be used in OD SIMTOS.

Control of Expert AG-3

Another significant factor in the analysis was the in-
herent advantages that would accrue to the expert AG-3 in

- --- ,•-~
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the experiment setting combined with the actual advantages
held by a real world Circle Trigon G3. At first glance
this would seem to contradict the above conclusion and war-
rants further discussion.

The expert AG-3 will have considerable facility in the
operation of the computer, an acquired knowledge of the data
base and knowledge of the terrain. Through his U.S. mili-
tary experience and training, he (AG-3) will know well the I
U.S. force tactics and doctrine and concepts for employment
of those U.S. forces his intelligence sources (data base)
have been able to identify. In all probability, his know-
ledge in these matters and his ability to act with speed
and agility at the outset will be superior to that of a
real life Circle Trigon G3.

An Aggressor G3 generally has several undeniable ad-
vantages over a defensive force. The initiative belongs
to him; he selects the time, place, method, force struc-
ture, and environmental conditions which are most advanta-
geous to him.

He possesses the advantage of surprise and first strike
capability. He has many opportunities for deception, e.g.,
establishment of a dummy division/regimental command radio
net; maintaining a steady flow of routine radio traffic
from fixed location "command posts" while units are actually
positioning themselves on the line of departure (LD) under
cover of darkness and radio silence.

Many units may be prepositioned for the attack under
the guise of continuing a field training exercise. He se-
lects the avenues of approach which will best suit his needs
and may conduct rehearsals in rear areas to fine tune select-
ed elements for special operations (e.g., river crossings).

After the assault has been initiated, he remains the
aggressor, selects his own objectives and may exercise many
options for changing direction and force tailoring. Ad-
ditionally, in the SIMTOS scenario, the 16 CAA logistic
tail extends over hundreds/thousands of kilometers of rela-
tively secure land lines. This facilitates extravagant ex-
penditures of resources to support the atiack and penetra-
tion of the defended area. As a result, the duration ar l
magnitude of his preparatory and supporting fires are not
greatly restricted.

Essentially, the aggressor orchestrates the offensive
plan, initial assault, and continues until fully committed



and slowed or halted, at which time the baton is passed

to the defender or counterattacking force.

In the OD SIMTOS, the AG-3 will have the opportunity
to exercise these decided advantages and try to spread chaos,inflict maximum casualties, and disorganize the defenders
as much as possible. It is conceivable that the AG-3 could
alter his plans, force structure, axes of approach, etc.,
at such frequency that the DG-3 in reacting would fail to
complete a plan, or if a plan was completed, fail to exe-

A cute because of a new turn of events. For purposes of this
experiment, that would be counterproductive. Control should
be exercised to prevent this from happening.

It is recommended that the experimenter impose con-•i straints on the AG-3 in order to maintain snme semblance

of balance between the opposing G3s. The following are
suggested for use as a minimum:

S• The AG-3 should not have access to the DG-3
plans, U.S. Corps or Div OPORD nor any intelligence that
he would not reasonably be expected to have in a real sit-
uation.

0 Restrict the AG-3 to the same rules for unit
movement rates, rates of fire, and reasonable ammunition
loads as the DG-3.

* It would not be unreasonable to restrict
the AG-3 to a selection from two or more preselected axes
of approach into the Hof gap and to predesignate his objec-
tives. These are oftentimes determined and specified by
higher headquarters (Army Group OKCIDENTO). Such restric-
tion would facilitate increased control in the experiment.

* Support CG 20 Mech Div assumption that the
16 CAA has tactical nuclear weapons and the delivery means,
but they will not be employed in this experiment.
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ANALYSIS OF OD-SI.-LTOS PLAY

SIMULATION OF THE INTELLIGENCE FUNCTION

The data base provides for the DG-3 portions of the
enemy order of battle, avenues of approach, tactics of
Circle Trigon Forces, and the DG-2 analysis of the situa-
tion and his conclusions. It is recommended that an ex-
perimenter provide the DG-3 with a map display portray-
ing the essential elements of the DG-2 analysis and con-

clusions. This would allow the DG-3 to concentrate more
on G3 functions and less on G2 detail. The DG-2 map should
display information/intelligence that the DG-2 could rea- I
sonably be expected to acquire. I

A moderate to low level of accuracy and truth could
be given that initial DG-2 display. That is to say, the i
AG-3, having the initiative in planning and conducting the
attack, will organize and begin positioning his forces

well before the DG-3 does comparable planning. The DG-2
would not be expected to have the wherewithall, fore- I
knowledge or facility to require high quality or large
volume of intelligence on the enemy at this point in theplay.

The AG-3 will perform his functions with a high level
of secrecy, will employ deception and delay prepositioning
of as much of his force as possible until the last moment.
It is, at this point, that the experimenter would be called
upon to make a subjective judgement as to the quantity and
quality of intelligence the opposing DG-3 will have at the
outset.

That subjective judgement will be reflected in the
DG-2 frames in the bulk data base and on the map display
boards for use by the DG-3. The frequency with which the
experimenter will be called upon to exercise his subjec-
tive judgement cannot be determined at this juncture. It
could be one time for all experiments, as would be the case
if the AG-3 begins each experiment with the same course of
action (COA) in his attack planning. It could be required
for each experiment, from new data generated by the AG-3
having total free play authority and selecting a new COA
for each experiment. This will be addressed further in
the section "AG-3 Play Options".
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AG-3 PLAY OPTIONS

Introduction of a live AG-3 presents an opportunity
for testing, scoring, and measuring the DG-3 under condi-
tions that possibly or practically could not be simulated
by a computer. Engaging a live AG-3 does present a great
variety of scoring, measuring, and control problems. Use
of an expert AG-3 substantially reduces the number of po-
tential problems and limiting the freedom of action of the
AG-3 does so even.more. Imposing too many controls on
the AG-3, however, is self-defeating. The experimenter

must examine the various alternatives and select the one
most appropriate to the specific purpose of the experi-
ment, facilities and time available, utility or value of
data collected and computer capacity. Some of the alter-
natives .re discussed below.

0 Allow the AG-3 uninhibited free play in
each experiment in both the Planning and Combat Phases.

j!jThis will allow a great variety of tactics to be employed,
wide selection of avenues of approach and intermediate
objectives, virtually unlimited unit combinations in the
AG-3 task organization and, may or may not match a "stand-
ardized" attack scenario. The AG-3 planning would precede
that of the DG-3 and would occur with limited intelligence
on 3d Corps unit dispositions. It would also require pro-
gramming of the AG-3 data base and portions (G2 primarily)
of the DG-3 data base after the AG-3 prepares each plan.
As the AG-3 moves to the Combat Phase, and the first ac-
tions, reactions, counteractions occur, the computer
will not "know" with any degree of certainty .. at is going
to happen next. The computer will have to keep up with
the action, compute and report status of forces to oppos-
ing G3s on a periodic basis. This approach may be unac-
ceptable to the experimenter simply because of the volume
of administrative work required to support it in the timeavailable.

0 A second alternative would be to limit the!I.AG-3 to a few (1-5) courses of action to select from. In

this case, the AG-3 could prepare 1-5 plans, task organi-
zations, OPORDs, etc., in advance and programming and ad-
ministrative work could be accomplished prior to the be-
ginning of all experimentation. This preselection would
lock the AG-3 into a force posture at the beginning of the
Combat Phase, but would allow free play from that point to
conclusion. Additionally, an experimenter could examine
the courses of action, make subjective judgements at lei-
sure about the intelligence the DG--2/DG-.3 would normally
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have acquired and preprogram the DG-2 data appropriate
to each AG-3 COA.

0 A modification to the second alternative
would be to disallow AG-3 free play in combat and let the
computer carry the selected COA in a standardized attack.•I This modification is not in keeping with the intended
purpose of two-sided play and is not recommended for use.

0 A third alternative considered was to
limit the AG-3 to only one COA for all experiments for the
planning phase yet allow complete free play beginning
with his attack. Advantages to this approach include:
minimal data base modification; only one subjective judge-
ment required of the experimenter; and all DG-3 players
begin play with the same basic bulk data and one subjec-
tive judgement on the quality and quantity of intelligence

provided to their G2. All of these will facilitate scor-
ing, measurement, and comparison. Furthermore, this would
not impair free play for the DG-3 in planning and combat,
or the AG-3 in the Combat Phase.

The third alternative is recommended. Should this be
adopted AG-3 actions, in addition to the above, would in-
clude: the preparation of a course of action recommenda-
tion; task organization; mission statement, etc., in short,
an Operations Plan for the Attack. An Operations Overlay
should be prepared showing boundaries, phase lines, objec-
tives, ect., and in this instance the AG-3 should prepare
the intelligence estimate and intelligence annex to the
OPLAN. The estimate and annex would be developed from the
bulk data base frames provided him which would be reflect-
ing the subjective judgement of an experimenter.

0 A scenario and exhibits for an AG-3 have
not been prepared, since for the most part their contents
would be predicated on the alternative selected from the
above or devised by the experimenter, or perhaps more im-
portantly because they should be developed by the selected
expert AG-3 to satisfy his unique approach to a Circle
Trigon aggressive action plan.

4 4
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SIMTOS MODIFICATIONS

GENERAL
The introduction of a live AG-3 suggests the need

for certain modifications to the SIMTOS On-Line Facility
and to the bulk and table data base, and additional hard-
ware subsystems.

It is envisioned that the AG-3 and DG-3 would re-
-Iquire for simultaneous use/input/output devices equipped

with CRT, keyboard and peripherals, as well as a duplicate
set of map boards, tables, desks, enemy (U.S.) order of
battle plaques for positioning battalion/brigade size
forces on map boards, etc.

It is strongly recommended that the AG-3 and DG-3
be located in separate rooms, or as a minimum, isolated
from each other with soundproof partitions.

The individual players should be restricted from access
to data belonging exclusively to the other side.

Duplicate experimenter stations serving each player
will be a requirement. It is recommended that a fifth
position be considered for use by an experimenter. This
experimenter could serve in the capacity of Chief Umpire/
Experimenter Controller. In that capacity he would ensure
that the rules of the experiment were adhered to, monitor
planning and combat phase timing and without bias provideI decisions and guidance to players to maintain an orderly
progression of events in the game.

The combat algorithms appear valid and the technique
used for their employment is a reasonable compromise for
control purposes. Computational methods previously ap-
plied for attrition values remain valid.

Restricting the playeis to a set of alternative ac-
tions they may take in planning and combat simplifies scen-
ario development, data base production and measurement and
scoring. At the same time, it virtually defeats the in-

44
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tended purpose of experimentation with opposing live
players.

Allowing unlimited free play by opponents presents
so many variables that the effort expended in dealing with
them would most likely obscure the basic purpose of the
experiment.

DATA BASE

An analysis was made of the G3 Defensive Planning and
Defensive Combat Bulk Data Base dated 7 August 1974, as
well as the Offensive Planning (29 April 1975) and the
Offensive Combat Bulk Data Base. The purpose was to de-
termine the potential use of those data bases in an AG-3/
DG-3 free play scenario.

The data bases referred to above were developed as
one-sided war games with the DG-3 and the AG-3 conducting
operations against a computer-executed, standardized attack
and a standardized defense, respectively. The two-sided
war game presents a wide range of new conditions and
variables with which the one-sided play did not deal. It
may be necessary to modify and expand the current defensive
G3 Bulk Data Base to allow for more flexibility in dealing
with a variety of DG 3 plans resulting from free play in
the planning phase.

Plannin, Phase

A condition which is now common to both the DG-3 and
the AG-3 data base is that both have some salvage value
in the planning phases due to the use of an expert AG-3.

In both data bases, the factors for assessing combat
performance remain valid, but the AG-3 performance need
not be subjected to rigorous analysis unless the experi-
menter elects to tabulate and score the AG-3 performance
as a new data source as proposed in the scoring section.
The method used in determining the G3 performance and de-
cision process remains valid for the DG-3 and need not be
applied to the AG-3. With the exception of the possible
changes to the DG-2 section of the Defensive Planning Bulk
Data Base, as discussed in the section on the Intelligence
Function, that data base could remain virtually unchanged.



Combat Phase
The Defensive Combat Bulk Data Base, due to the con-

dition of free play by the AG-3 and DG-3, may require
major revision. The magnitude of any revision will dependstrongly on the experimenter's decision on the degree oflatitude allowed the AG-3 at the outset.

The current SIMTOS defensive scenario exhibits and
tasks, with minor modifications, appear adequate for sup-

port of the DG-3 in the two-sided play being examined.An example of a modification would be to delete thoseportions pertaining to task organization on OPORD-37, unitboundaries, etc., leaving those for the DG-3 to developas he sees fit from acquired intelligence and applicationof his personal training, experience and intuition.

I

01
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SCORING

A prime objective in the SIMTOS research program
is to assess the effects of various information systems
and formats on the quality of decision making by G3 and
G2 officers in a division tactical operations center
(DTOC).

Reliable measures of decision quality were developed
in experiments with G3 subjects in which scoring standards
were based on the U.S. Army Command and General Staff
College lesson plans (Krumm, Robins, and Ryan, 1973).

The introduction of a live AG-3 who is an expert on
Circle Trigon doctrine and tactics does not warrant
changes in the scoring scheme as presently used when the
DG-3 plays against the machine, because the live opponent
will potentially affect the same skills and decision pro-
cesses of a G3 as the machine did.

It is recommended that the AG-3 not be pcored except
as follows:

It would be of considerable interest to compare the
experimental results obtained in the man-machine play to
the results obtained in OD-SIMTOS. In such a comparison
the scoring methodology for the DG-3 would be kept the
same and the expert AG-3 would be presumed to represent
an experimental "constant". In order to minimize the
inevitable human variables it is recommended that a
standard set of rules be established for the AG-3. This
would tend to stablize the conduct of the expert AG-3
for each experiment and would also facilitate the use of
alternate expert AG-3 as the need arises.

Additional data could be obtained by scoring the live
AG-3 to determine his learning curve of the SIMTOS game.
The OD-SIMTOS experimental data should include those ex-
periments when the live AG-3 was still learning the game.
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EXHIBIT i

Situation

During the past three months, the political situation

in Europe has deteriorated rapidly. Diplomatic relations

have been broken off between Circle Trigon and Western

governments, including the U.S. There has been consider-

able military activity along the entire West German/Circle

Trigon Border during recent weeks. This activity is being

"covered" under the pretext of conducting annual fall 4

maneuvers.

'1 To counter the military threat of the Circle Trigon

buildup, the 30th U.S. Army has been airlifted to Germany

to supplement NATO forces. The 30th Army is now in as-

sembly areas along the Circle Trigon Border, with the 1st

and 2nd Corps in the north and the 3d Corps in the south.

The 20th Inf. Div. (Mech) is a reserve unit, recently

mobilized. It is within the 3d Corps and is now on combat

alert in an assembly area in West Germany. The 3d Corps

has been directed by 30th Army to prepare to defend the

KASSEL (NB3585), ERFURT (PB4348), SCHWEINFURT (NA8845)

triangle.

Assume that you are the G2 of the 20th Mech. Div.

Your role will be:

0 To complete portions of the intelligence
estimate essential to the operations planning
to accomplish the 20th Mech. Div. mission
as specified in the 3d Corps OPORD b3;

A-1 i



0 To prepare portions of the intelligence
annex to the 20th Mech. Div. OPORD 37;

* To interact with the G3 to satisfy his
intelligence needs in a timely manner; and

0 To monitor the intelligence functions, in-
telligence collection effort and interact
with the G3 during the execution of the
defense of the division sector during the
attack from the east.

-A-
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EXHBIT 2

(CLASSIFICATION)

3D CORPSS~KRONACH
S~(PA6668)
• 142100SEP74

OPORD 63
EFERENCE: Map, HOF-PLAUEN, 1:50,000; GERMANY, 1:250,000

TASK ORGANIZATION :

1. SITUATION:

a. Enemy Forces: Annex A, Intelligence

b. Friendly Forces:

(1) 1st Corps and 2nd Corps prepare defensive
positions on north (left) flank of 30th
Army.

(2) 3d Corps prepares defensive positions in
sector from BERGA (TS9926) to HAZLAU
(URO760)

(3) Elements of 9th AF provide Tac Air support

c. Attachments and Detachments: Task Organization

2. MISSION:

3d Corps to move immediately to defensive positions
and in event of attack defend in sector for up to 30 daysto permit build-up of NATO forces.

3. EXECUTION:

a. Concept of Operation: Annex B, Operation Overlay

(1) Maneuver

3d Corps to establish defense in sector with
the 57th Inf. Div. (Mech) on the north, 20th
Inf. Div. (Mech) in the center and 74th Inf.
Div. (Mech) in the south. The 56th Armor
Div., Corps reserve vic NORDHALBEN (PA7883).

A-3
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(CLASSIFICATI$)

Line divisions establish GOP NLT 150600SEP74.

('21 Fires

Priority of arty and tac air support to
57th Mech. Div., 20th Mech. Div., and 74th
Mech. Div. in that order, and to Corps
counter-attacking forces on committment.
Annex C, Fire Support.

b. 20th Mech. Div.

(1) Prepare to defend in sector.

(2) Prevent enemy from penetrating west of hills

729 (PA8678), 795 (PA8873), and 726 (PA9066).

(3) Establish GOP.

c. 74th Mech. Div.

(1) Prepare to delay in sector.

(2) Canalize enemy along SELB (TR9562).

(3) Establish GOP.

d. 57th Mech. Div.

(1) Prepare to defend in sector.

(2) Prevent enemy from penetrating west of
GORKWITZ (PB9798) GORITZ (PA9893) Autobahn.

(3) Establish GOP.

e. Arty:

(1) FA:

(a) 61 Arty Gp: GSR 20th Mech. Div.
(W 62 Arty Gp: GSR 57th Mech. Div.

(c) 63 Arty Gp: GSR 74th Mech. Div.

(d) 401 Arty Gp: GS

A-4
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(CLASSIFICATION)

(2) ADA:

(a) 1-439 Arty: Atch 20th Mech. Div.

(b) 2-439 Arty: GSR 74th Mech. Div.

(c) 3-439 Arty: GSR 57th Mech. Div.

f. 301 Cml Bn (Smoke Genr): Atch 74th Mech. Div.

g. 51 Engr Bde:

(1) Support defensive operations employing
56th Engr Bn (CBT) on the north, 54th Engr
Bn (CBT) center, and 55th Engr Bn (CBT)jin the south.

(2) Priority of effort in order, construction
of blocking positions, preparation of ob-
stacles, and road maintenance.

h. Aviation:

(2) 129 Avn Bn: DS 20th Mech. Div.

(2) 130 Avn Bn: DS 57th Mech. Div.

(3) 131 Avn Bn: DS 74th Mech. Div.

i. SUPCOM:

(1) Remain in present position.

Sj • Res:

I (1) 56th Armd Div.

(a) Be prepared to ctr--atk in Corps north
flank area.

k. Coordinating Instructions:

(1) Units will Qonstruct obstacles as %'equired
to cause maximum restric.tion to znemy move-
ment. Roads or other high-speed avenues
of approach will be blocked in depth. Bar-
riers will canalize enemy attack into killing
areas.

-A -5
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(CLASSIFICATION)

(2) Destruction of population centers and com-
munications, transportation, utilities,
mining, factories, and port facilities will
be minimized.

(3) Use of chemical contaminants requires speci-
-' fic Army approval.

(4) Any destruction that may have strategic
--impact will require Army approval prior to

execution.

(5) Barrier and denial operations must not un-
duly restrict future Army operations par-
ticularly to the north.

(6) Gaps and lanes in Army directed barriers
behind FEBA to be closed only on Army order.

(7) Nuisance mines will not be authorized.

(8) Barrier construction may be initiated with-
c,.&t further orders.

(9) Nuclear expenditures are not authorized.

4. SERVICE SUPPORT
ADMIN/LOG PLAN 63:

5. COMMAJID AND SIGNAL:

a. Signal:

I (1) SOl Index 1-3

(2) Annex, E, Signal -

b. Command: Corps Tac CP with 74th Div.

Acknowledge. MALONE

MG 4
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Annexes: A " intelligence

B - operation Overlay

S- Fire Support (omitted)
D - Engineer (omitted)

E - Signal (omitted)

Distribution: A
2nd Corps

OFFICIALISI.FARLEY
G3

I'

|

ii
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EXHIBIT 3 -

(CLASSIFICATION)

3D CORPS
1(RONACH (PA6668)
142100 SEP 74

ANNEX A (Intelligence )to OPORD 63p

Frames 2217117 - 2217118 G2 Defense Data Base

I'
:1®

I -
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EXHIBIT 5

PLANNING ACTIVITIES

Your planning will be divided into major phases:

0 Collect, analyze, and develop conclusions

for presentation to the G3 by completing selected portions

of the Intelligence Estimate.

0 Development of selected portions of the
Intelligence Annex to the 20th Meh. Div. OPLAN.

Your staff aid will provide you with the "commander's guid-

ance," appropriate maps/overlays and your specific task 11
requirements at the beginning of Phase I.

When you have comoleted your Phase I planning tasks,

contact the experimenter via the telephone (press 7R). He

will then provide you with the "commander's guidance" and

your specific task requirements for Phase II.

When you have completed your Phase iI planning tasks,

contact the experimenter via the telephone (7R). You will

then have a break before participating in the combat ses-

sion. You will have a maximum of one hour for each of

these phases.

Administrative Note

If you have to leave your work station any time during

today's problem, please contact the experimenter via the

telephone as you leave, and when you get back. In this

way, our time records will shown only the time you were

actually working on the problem.

Date/Time

For purposes of the study, assume that today's date is

14 September 1974 and it is now 2100 hours.
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EXHIBIT 6

20th INF. DIV.
14(MLECH)

142100SEP74

TO: ..G2

FROM: CG

SUBJECT: Intelligence Estimate

1. You are requested to prepare an intelligence estimate
to assist in accomplishment of the 20th Mech. Div. Mission
as indicated in 3 Corps OPORD 63.

2. Mission
(a) our mission is to defend alonq the Saale River

line in sector.

(b) Division planning will proceed on the basis of
an area defense.

(c) We must employ a general outpost, however, Corps

has not specified a location.

3. I am particularly interested in the impact of weather
on EN and own forces, location of key terrain and good
blocking positions, and avenues of approach into our de-
fensive area.

4. I'm also quite interested in your assessment of EN
capabilities, his situation, composition, disposition, and
his porbable course(s) of action.

CG

A-11
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EXHIBIT 7

INSTRUCTIONS

A. On Response Sheet #1 complete the following:

1. Effects of weather on enemy courses of xc-
tion.

i 2. Effects of weather on own courses of action.

B. On 1:50,000 SITMAP indicate:

1. Location of key terrain features.

2. Avenues of approach into Div Defensive
Area. Designate the Avenues alphabetically
for ease of identification.

93. Blocking positions in the Div Defensive Sector.

When you have completed the above, contact aide via the
_telephone at that time.

2 LI

SV.
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RESPONSE SHEET 1
N?

WEATHER

Factors Considered Impact on EN COA Impact on Own COA

Yes No Yes No

11

NARRATIVE CONCLUSIONS:

Impact on EN COA

Impact on Own COA

A-13
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EXHIBIT 8

INSTRUCTIONS

A. On Response Sheet 2 list and discuss briefly 2-4

apparent capabilities.

B. Select and discuss briefly the most probable
course of action you expect the enemy to pursue. A:

C. Identify any vulnerabilities of the enemy that
the G-3 should consider during his defensive planning.

D. On 1:50,000 SITMAP show disposition of Bn size
forces in relation to your selected most probable course

Sof action. 4

oatiE. Be prepared to present your estimate with con-

clusions to the G-3/CG.

You will have minutes to complete the above

task, please contact your aide via the telephone

at that time.

Ni'
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RESPONSE SHEET 2

ENUMERATE ENEMY CAPABILITIES

2. .. . ... ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

4. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

CONCLUS IONS

A. PROBABLE ENEMY COURSES OF ACTION

IB. VULNERABILITIES

A-15



EXHIBIT 9

INSTRUCTIONS

1. At this point you will have completed the G-2 (Intelli-

gence) estimate. The G3 is now receiving planning guidaace and
will begin preparation of a recommended course of action and

allocation of combat power.

2. You will now prepare the Intelligence Annex to the 20
MECH DIV OPLAN/ORD.

3. Coordinate as required with the G3. Provide the G3
intelligence daca as required.

4. On Response Sheet #3 prepare paragraph 3 (Intelligence

Acquisition Tasks) of the Intelligence Annex.

5. Update the SITMAP as appropriate.

6. You will have one hour to complete the above, please
contact your aide via the telephone at that time.

I&
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RESPONSE SHEET 3

Copy No. of Copies
20 MECH DIV
WEST GERMANY
150001 SEP 74

ANNEX A (Intelligence) to OPORD 37

3 Intelligence Acquisition Tasks

A.

AA

A-17
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EXHIBIT 10

DEFNSIVE SCENARIO

Combat Session Briefing

Situation

A. You are asked to continue iA the role of G2 of
the 20th mECH DIV.

B. The Division Commander has considered all defen-
sive pla.nning recommendations and tlhe 20th MECH DIV OPLAON
37 was approved by 3D CORPS. 'Copy attached)

C. All units have now moved to defensive positions
as portrayed on the Operations )v7rlay for OPORD 37.

Your Tasks

You are to monitor the tactical situation as it de-

velops and to refine your estimate as new data becomes
known about the enemy locations, dispositions, identtfi-
cations, etc. Assist and keep the G3 informed of signi-
ficant events.

At exercise time, 151440 SEP, prepare an Ii-TSUM for
distribution.

You may task units for additional intelligence collec-
tion efforts as the need fo7 new or additional data becomes
apparent.

Time

After you have been instructed in how to operate the
CRT keyboard, the exercise will begin. The exercise start
time/date will be 151240 SEP. The start will be signaled
by the general index automatically appearing on your CRT.

A-) 9
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This Exhibit is shown for example only. OPORDER 37 will
,5e 4 reflection of the completed G2/G3 tasks. It will be
prepared in hard copy during the bteak between planning
4nd combat phases.

i• EXHIBIT 11

R(CGNSSIAFICATION)O

(No change fr1om verbal orders)ii EC-D3

Copy 2 of 12 copies
20 MECH DIV
CULMITZ (011159) GERMANY

,150300SEP74
i OPORD 37

REFERENCEt A,- Map, (Germany 1:50,000, HOF - PLAUEN)

SB -Maps (Central Germany - 1:250,000)

• C - Overliay (20 Mech Div Area of operations)

(ASK IRGCTIZATION
ist bde 2d Bde

1-66 Mech 1-69 Mech
1-67 Mech 1-70 Mech
1-68 Mech 1-11 Mech
1-1 Armd 1- 2 Armd
1-45 FA(DS) 1-46 FA(DS)
B/1,,439 ADA B/20 Engr(DS)

i A/20 Engr(DS)

3d Bde DIV TRP

I 1-72 Mech 20 Engr(-
,.1-3 Armor 20 AVN
•2-21 Cav 20 SIG
•1-47 FA Bn-Grp 20 MP Co

1-47 FA •
2-631 FA(.5-)

, (remains att.-ached)z-
A/1-439
C/20 Engr(DS) DISCOM

A-20
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(CLASSIFICATION)

DIVARTY 20 Admin Co
20 Maint Co

1-48 FA 20 Med
1-49 FA 20 S&T
1-439 ADA (-)

1. SITUATION

a. Enemy Forces

(1) The Aggressor 16 Combined Army is expected
to attack through the Hof Gap with probable
objective to secure the rail heads vic
COBURG (PA4070).

(2) Concentrations of enemy forces suggest that
main attack may occur in 20 Mech Div sector
along Avenue of Approach (Alpha). See

7' overlay.

(3) Secondary attacks can be expected along
Avenues of Approach (Bravo), (Charlie),
and (Delta). See overlay.

(4) Enemy units opposing 20 Mech Div are approxi-
mately 95 percent TO/E.

(5) Annex A (Intelligence).

b. Friendly Forces

(1) 3d (US) Corps prepares to conduct mobile
defense in sector NLT 150400SEP with 57
Mech Div in the north, 20 Mech Div in the
center, and 74 Mech Div in the south. 56
Armd Div is Corps reserve with priority of

•-• employment to 74 Mech Div. 401st Arty Gp
S~protects in priority Corps: FDA, Corps

reserce, corps command post.

(2) 26 (UK) Armd Div supports 3d (US) Corps.

(3) Elements of 9th Tactical Air Force support
3d (US) Corps.

(4) 61st FA Grp GSR 20th Mech Div.

A-21
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(CLASSIFICATION)

2. MISSION

20 Mech Div defends NLT 150400SEP from (120270) to
(200120), retains Hills 715 (PA8678), 794 (PA8873) and
726 (PA9066) and delays Aggressor east of the Saale River
(190180) FEBA for 24 hours.

3. EXECUTION

a. Concept of Operation (Annex B Operation overlays)

(1) Manuever. 20th Mech Div conducts area de-
fense of the Saale River from (115275) to
(200130). 1st Bde defends in the north.
2d Bde defends in the south. 3d Bde, div
res, p-repared to counter-attack to restore
the FDA. priority to sector of Ist Bde. 3d
SBLe a:,La!lishes div GOP of two battalions
to obtain 24-hour delay.

(2) Fires. Priority of artillery and close air
support first to the GOP, to the 1st Bde
upon withdrawal of the GOP, to the div res
when committed.

b. 1st Bde:

(1) Defends in Sector

(2) Prepare in priority: blocking position 1,2,
2n and 3.

c. 2nd Bde:

(1) Defends in Sector

(2) Prepares in priority: blocking positions
4,5,6.

d. 3rd Bde:

(i) Establishes GOP immediately with two bat-
tallion-slzed task force; delays enemy
forward of FEBA for 24 hours.

A-22
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e. ARTY:

(1) FA:

(a) 1-45 FA: DS 1st Bde

(b) 1-46 FA: DS 2d Bde

(c) 1-47 FA: Form 1-47 FA Bn-Gp;
after group ceases GSR 1-46 FA; DS 3d
Bde on committment.

(d) 1-47 FA Bn-Gp:

1-47 FA
2-631 FA

Attached 3d Bde; attachment and Bn-Gp
cease on withdrawal of GOP.

(e) 1-48 FA: GSR 1-47 Bn-Gp; on withdrawal
GOP, GSR 1-45 FA

(f) 1-49 FA: GS

(g) 2-631 FA Atch 1-47 FA Bn-Gp; after group
ceases GSR 1-46 FA

(2) ADA:

(a) 1-439 ADA C-): Pr ct in priority:
division reserve, division command post,
DISCOM.

(b) A-439 ADA: atchd 3d Bde; on withdrawalof GOP; atchd 2d Bde
(c) B/1-439 ADA: atchd 1st Bde

(3) Annex C, Fire Support

f. 20 Mech Div Aviation: GS; support 3d Bde with
A/20 Avn until withdrawal GOP

g. 20 Mech Div Engr: C-): GS; priority to the reserve.
On withdrawal GOP, C/20 Engr: DS 3d Bde

(1) 20 Engr

(2) Annex D (Engineer)

A-23SI )
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h. Reserve: (-)

(1) Battalion Task Force of 3d Bde until with-
2 drawal of GOP.

(2) 3d Bde after with drawal through FEBA.

(3) Prepares to execute Div counterattacks, pri-
ority to 1st Bde sector.

(4) Prepare to release one company for rear
area security.

i. Coordinating InstructionsA (1) Bdes in FDA support GOP withdrawal.

(2) 1st and 2d Bdes destroy Saale River Bridges
in sector upon withdrawal of GOP.

(3) Priority of road movement to GOP force on
withdrawal through sector.

4. SERVICE SUPPORT: ANN4EX E

DISCOM operational in vicinity SCHWARZENBACK (PA8774)
NLT 150100SEP.

5. COMMAND AND SIGNAL: ANNEX F

Div CP opens in vicinity of CUILMITZ (011159) 150300
SEP.

ACKNOWLEDGE Smith
MG

OFFICIAL;

S~JONES
! G3

• , Annexes A - Intelligence (omitted)

B - Operation Overlays

A-24
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EXHIBIT 13

DECISION AIDED SIMTOS

Thank you for your participation as a consultant in
this effort to develop automated support systems for Army
Officers. We know that it has been a strenuous day, but
we would appreciate a few more minutes of your time. Your•:• answer to the following questions can help us refine ourresearch and fulfill our objective of producing military

information systems that are responsive to your needs.
This information, as well as the rest of today's materials,
is confidential.

Personal Data

Name Present Rank

Age Years of Active Military Service

Present Position

Military Experience

1. Please summarize your military experience in chrono-
logical order in the spaces provided. Please emphasize
any previous G3 experience.

YEAR UNIT TYPE POSITION HELD DURATION LOCATION COKSAT
(Co. Bn. (Inf. Mech. (CO.G-3, etc) (Months) (Country) (Months)

-- Div.) Armd)

A-27
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2. If you have ever participated in ATT, CPX, FTX or
Map exercises in West Germany, please fill in the follow-
ing blanks. If you have never participated in these ac-
tivities, continue to the next question.

YEAR UIWT POSITION Type and
(Co., Bn . Div.) (Cmdr. X-O, Etc.) Number of Exercises

- _ _l| __ __

I Al

Education

3. Please indicate ( whether you have attended any of
the following Army schools. If you have, please fill in
the supplementary blanks.

a) '.S. Army Command and General Staff College

Year Graduated

b) National War College (Ft. McNair)

Year Graduated

c) Army War College (Carlisle Barracks)

Year Graduated 4_

4. Please circle highest year completed:

College 1 2 3 4 Degree Field

Graduate 1 2 3 4 5 Degree Field N_ _

Review of SDIMTOS

Please /your response.

A-28



5. Were you satisfied with the way YES NO
you were contacted to participate
as a consultant?

6. Although SIMTOS is not an operational tactical in-
formation system, the knowledge being gained from its study
will serve as the background for the development of future
decision support systems.

With the design of these future systems in mind, how would

you rate SILMTOS (as you used it today) performance, i.e.,
how well did it help you accomplish your mission?

Fair 1 2 3 4 5 Excellent

Would you agree or disagree with the following statement:
Military information systems must be responsive to the in-
formation requirements and "command style" of the user.

Agree Disagree

7. In which of the following functions would you prefer
to use an automated system instead of a staff officer
(please che.K V ). ,

Intelligence Gathering
Troop Organization
Logistical Planning
Contingency Planning
Implementation of Orders
Communication
Other

SThank you again for participating in the evaluation of

decision-aided SIMTOS. We would welcome any further com-
ments on these efforts.

A-29
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EXHIBIT 1

Situation

During the past three months, the political situation

in Europe has deteriorated rapidly. Diplomatic relations

i have been broken off between Circle Trigon and Western

governments, including the U.S. There has been consider-

able military activity along the entire West Germany/Circle

Trigon Border during recent weeks. This activity is being

"covered" under the pretext of conducting annual fall

maneuvers.

To counter the mil ..ary threat of the Circle Trigon

buildup, the 30th U.S. Army has been airlifted to Germany

to supplement NATO forces. The 30th Army is now in as-

sembly areas along the Circle Trigon Border, with the 1st

and 2nd Corps on the north and the 3d Corps in the south.

The 20 Inf. Div. (Mech) is a reserve unit, recently

mobilized. It is within the 3d Corps and is now on combat

alert in an assembly area in West Germany. The 3d Corps

has been directed by 30th Army to prepare to defend the

KASSEL (NB3585), ERFURT (PB4348), SCHWEINFURT (NA8845)

triangle.

Assume that you are the G-3 of the 20 Mech Div. Your

role will be:

a. To complete portions of the defensive planning to

accomplish the 20 Mech Div. mission as specified

in 3d Corps OPORD 63, and

D.-1 "
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b. To supervise and execute a defense of the divi--

sion secto~r during an attack ftom the east.

No contingency plans are available. OPLANS are badly

out of date.

1U
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EXHIBIT 2

a (CLASSIFICANi7ION)

3D CORPS
KRONACH (PA6668)
142100SEP74

OPORD 63

REFERENCE: Map, HOF-PLAUEN, 1:50,000; GERMANY, 1:250,000

TASK ORGANIZATION:

1i. SITUATION:

a. Enev;ty Forces: Annex A, Intelligence

b. Friendly Forces:

(1) Ist Corps and 2nd Corps prepare defenF`d. •
positions on north (left) flank of 30th %Xmy.

(2) 3d Corps prepares defensive positions in
sector from BERGA (TS9926) to HAZLAU (UR0760).

(3) Elements of 9th AP provide Tac Air support.

C. Attachments and Detachments: Task Orga.,•zation

2. MISSION;

3d Corps to move immediately to defensive positions
and in event of attack defend in sector for up to 30 days
to permit build-up of NATO forces.

3. EXECUTION:

a. Concept of Operation: Annex B, Operation Overlay

(1) Maneuver

3d Corps to establish defense in sector with
the 57th Inf. Div. (Mech) on the north, 20th
Inf. Div. (Mech) in the center and 74th
Inf. Div. (M+ch) _' the south. The 56th
Armor Div., Corps - -serve vic '4ODHALBEiN
(PA7883). Line divisions establish GO?
NLT 150600SEP74.

B-1
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(2) Fires

Priority of arty and tac air support to 57th
Mech. Div., 20th Mech. Div., and 74th Mech.
Div., in that order, and to Corps counter-
attacking forces on co•mmitment. Annex C,
Fire Support.

b. 20 Mech. Div.

(1) Prepare to defend in sector.

¶ (2) Prevent enemy from penetrating west of hills
729 (PA8678), 795 (PA8873), and 726 (PA9066).

(3) Establish GOP.

c. 74 Mech. Div.

(1) Prepare to delay in sector.

(2) Canalize enemy along SELB (TR9562).

(3) Establish GOP.

d. 57th Mech. Div.

(1) Prepare to defend in sector.

(2) Prevent enemy from penetrating west of
GORKWITZ (PB9798) GORITZ (PA9890) Autobahn.

(3) Establish GOP.

e. Arty:
S(1) FA:

(a) 61 Arty Gp: GSR 20 Mech. Div.

"(b) 62 Arty Gp: GSR 57 Mech. Div.

(c) 63 Arty Gp: GSR 74 Mech. Div.

(d) 401 Arty Gp: GS

(e) 2-631 (155) (SP) Arty; Atch 20 Mech. Div.

B-4
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(2) ADA:

(a) 1-439 Arty: Atch 20 Mech. Div.

(b) 2-439 Arty: GSR 74th Mech. Div.

Sf. 301 Cml Bn (Smoke Genr): Atch 74 Mech. Div.

g. 51 Engr Bde:

(1) Support defensive operations employing 56th
Engr Bn (CBT) on the north, 54th Engr Bn
(CBT) center, and 55th Engr Bn (CBT) in the
south.

'%2) Priority of effort in order, construction
of blocking positions, preparation of ob-
stacles, and road maintenance.

h. Aviation:

(1) 129 Avn Bn: DS 20 Mech. Div.

(2) 130 Avn Bn: DS 57 Mech. Div.

(3) 131 Avn Bn: DS 74 Mech. Div.

i. SUPCOM

(1) Remain in present position.

Sj. Res:

S(1) 56th Armd Div

(a) Be prepared to ctr-atk in Corps north

flank area.

k. Coordinating Instructions:

(1) Units will construct obstacles as required
to cause maximum restriction to enemy move-
ment. Roads or other high-speed avenues of
approach will be blocked in depth. Barriers
will canalize enemy attack into killing area.

B-5
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H (2) Destruction of population centers and com-
munications, transportation, utilities,
mining, factories, and port facilities will
be minimized.

(3) Use of chemical contaminants requires speci-
',1 fic Army approval.

(4) Any destruction that may have strategic
impact will require Army approval prior to

4 ) aexecution.

11(5) Barrier and denial operations must not un-
duly restrict future Army operations par-
ticularly to the north.

(6) Gaps and lanes in Army directed barriers'I behind FEBA to be closed only on Army order.

(7) Nuisance mines will not be authorized.

(8) Barrier construction may be initiated without
further orders.

(9) Nuclear expenditures are not authorized.

4. SERVICE SUPPORT
ADMIN/LOG PLAN 63:

5. COMMAND AND SIGNAL:

a. Signal

(1) SOI Index 1-3

(2) Annex, E, Signal

b. Command: Corps Tac CP with 74th Div.

Acknowledge. MALONE
,; MG

Annexes: A - Intelligence (omitted)
B - Operation Overlay
C - Fire Support (omitted)
D - Engineer (omitted)
E - Signal (omitted)

B-6
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Distribution: A2nd Corps•

OFFICIAL
/S/FA-RLEYG3

A
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EXHIBIT 3

Planning Activities

Your planning sequence will be divided into two phases:

0 Recommendation of a Course of Action

* Development of the Operations Plan

Your staff aide will provide you with the "commander's gui-

dance" and your specific task requirements at the beginning

of Phase I. •

When you have completed your Phase I planning tasks,

contact the experimenter via the telephone (press 7R). He

will then prv:ide you with the "commander's guidance" and
your specific task requirements for Phase II.

When you have completed your Phase II planning tasks,

contact the experimenter via the telephone (7R). You will

then have a break before participating in the combat ses-

sion. You will have a maximum of one hour for each of these

phases.

Administrative Note

If you have to leave your work station any time during

today's problem, please contact the experimenter via the

telephone as you leave, and when you get back. In this way,

our time records will show only the time you were actually

working on the problem.

Date/Time t

For purposes of the study, assume that today's date is

14 September 1974 and it is now 2100 hours.

B-8
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EXHIBIT 5

20 INF DIV (NECH)
142100SEP74

TO: G3

FROM: CMDR

SUBJECT: Recommendation of a Course of Action

You are requested to prepare recommendations to accomplish
the 20 Inf. Div. Mission as indicated in OPORD 63. Base
your work on the following considerations:

11. Form of Defense

Considerations of terrain and relative mobility are
most significant. The rugged terrain along the Saale
River (QA0187-QA0973) provides good cover and concealment,
excellent observation of the river valley and good to ex-
cellent fields of fire. Therefore, division planning will
proceed on the basis of an area defense.

2. Mission

(a) Our mussion is to defend along the Saale River
line in sector.

(b) We must employ a general outpost. The Corps Com-'I mander has not specified the location of a GOP. Organize
and locate the GOP with sufficient strength to provide at

A. least 24 hours for us to prepare blocking positions.

3. Organization of Defense Sector

We will organize our defense sector and conduct the
defense primarily to retain terrain in the forward defense
area taking maximum advantage of the Saale River obstacle.
The ridge formed by Hills 715 (PA8678), 794 (PA8873), and
726 (PA9066) must be retained to support corps counter-
attack operations. The division reserve must be located
where it can block penetrations, counter-attack to regain
terrain, and add depth to the defense.

4. Course of Action

(a) In developing a course of action consider retention
of key terrain and the obstacle value of HOF (QA0878).

B- 10



(b) In developing your recommended course of action,

coordinate with the G2 and other members of the staff and

consider their estimates as you deem appropriate. Disagree-

ments with any estimate, especially that of the G2, is not 3

discouraged but is to be brought to my attention.

(c) Tactical infiltration may be employed. It is

assumed that nuclear weapons will not be used.

5. Deadline

Your recommendation is required NLT 150001SEP.

SMITH I-

Commander

.16

B-11
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EXHIBIT 6

INSTRUCTION'S: •II
A. On Response Sheet #iI, complete the following:

1. Allocation of CBT Power to Echelons of Defense

a. GOP Force by Unit

b. FDA Force by Unit

C. Reserve Force by Unit

2. Specific type of resistance by each echelon on
defense (delay, screen, defend)

B. On 1:50,000 SITMAP overlay, indicate locatisn of:

1. GOPL

2. COP coordination point

You will have one hour to ccmplete the above, con-
tact aide via the telephone (7R) at that time.

BI

1V
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RESPONSE SHEET #1

ALLOCATION OF COMBAT POWER TO ECHELONS OF DEFENSE

Column (1) MISSION: Enter one of the following: delay,
defend, screen, reconnoiter, counterattack.

Column (2) SECTOR: Indicate the portion of the 20 Mech Div
sector in which the major unit will operate. Enter
reserve, rear area security, or north, center, south
on FDA.

Column (3) AVENUE4 Enter Avenue or Avenues of Approach against
which the unit will operate (A, B, C, D, E) as ap-
propriate. ah

Column (4) SUBORDINATE UNITS: Enter all maneuver and support
units allocated to the Bde headquarters, and indi-

j cate GOP composition by an asterisk (*). Cross-
attach company sized units if you wish. If unit is
in support role, indicate GS, GS Reinf., or DS.

MAJOR UNIT (1) (2) (3) (4)
MISSION SECTOR AVENUE(S) SUBORD UNITS

1 BDE

B-13



MAOR UNIT (1) (2) (3) (4)
MISSION SECTOR AVENUE(S) SUBORD UNITS .. ..

-42 __2 BDE

3 BDE

.0 ANI

SDIV TRP

-B-1
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U EXHIBIT 7

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. On Response Sheet #2, write your recommended Div.

Task organization. Indicate type of relationship to

WA BDES, div. troop and divarty: (attached, DS, GS REINF,

or GS).

2. On Response Sheet #3, write your recommended maneuver

plan and mission directives to subordinate units.

3. Indicate on the 1:50,000 SITMAP overlay the location

of the following:

a. BDE lateral and rear boundaries

b. BDE coordinating points

c. Visualized FDA battalion location

d. Reserve force location

e. Visualized allowable enemy battalion penetrations,

and

f. Division directed blocking positions

4. You will have one hour to complete the above task,

please contact your aide via the telephone (7R) at that

time.

1 9

B-1
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RESPONSE SHEET #2

EC-D3
20 Mech Div
West Germany
150200SEP74

TASK ORGANIZATION

List combat and combat support units in the specific
task organization, which you want to recommend. Specify
allocation of mech. bns, armd bns, artillery, air defense
artillery, armd cay, squadron, and engineers. Cross- i
attach companies if you wish to.

1st Bde 2nd Bde

3d Bde

B-16



Div Troop Div Arty

IJ

I'

2•2f
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EXHIBIT 8

RESPONSE SHEET #3

EC-D3
150200SEP74

CONCEPT OF MANEUVER AND MISSIONS TO SUBORDINATE UNITS

Write out your recommended concept of the operation and
your mission directives to 20 Mech Div subordinate units
under Paragraph 3, below. Each subparagraph is preceded
with a set of instructions. Please follow these instruc-
tions in completing your responses.

1. SITUATION

a. Enemy Forces. Annex A, Intelligence

p• b. Friendly Forces. I
(1) 3d Corps defends immediately in sector with

57 Mech Div on the north, 20th Mech Div in
the center, and 74th Mech Div on the south.
56th Armd Div and 26th (UK) Armd Div are

Corps Reserve.

(2) Elements of 9th TAF support 3d Corps.

(3) 61st Arty Gp GSR 20th Mech Div.

2. MISSION

Division defends in sector immediately from (QA0086) to
(QA0874); allows no penetration west of Hills 715 (PA8678),
794 (PA8873), and 726 (PA9066); and concurrently occupies
general outpost.

* 3. EXECUTION

a. Concept of the Operation

The concept of operation is divided into two
subparagraphs: one describing the scheme of
maneuver and the second covering the plan of fire
support.

The first subparagraph gives the concept of op-
eration. This is a statement of the commander's

B-18



tactical plan, to include the scheme of maneuver

and plan of fire support. It is informative
rather than directive. It may also provide the
commander's visualization of the conduct of the

Soperation and a clarification of its purpose. J
Although brief, it is stated in sufficient detail I
to insure appropriate action by subordinates in

the absence of additional specific instruction.
If the operation is phases, each paragraph should
reflect same. The scheme of maneuver covers
employment of major maneuver units and is de-
rived primarily from the commander's decision.

(1) Maneuver

I
•4U

The plan of fire support in the second subparagraph
stems from the commander's decision and from staff plan-
ning. It includes whether a preparation is to be fired
and, if so, its duration and priority of fires.

(2) Fires

B-19



In the next subparagraphs, give the specific task to
be accomplished by each of the major elements of the command.

(3) 1 Bde:

iiIi
7;) 1]

(4) 2 Bde:

__ __ _ __ _ __ __ _,_ _

(5) 3 Bde:

(6) Artillery. The artillery subparagraph is divided
into two parts: the first covers field artillery and
the second covers air defense artillery. In listing

B-20



artillery, the organic and attached units are listed
in numexical sequence (regimental numbers), beginning
with the lowest numbered unit. As minimum, the artil-
lery subparagraph includes the artillery organization
for combat.

(a) PA:

(b) ADA:

(7) Other Combat Elements. Other elements providing com-
bat support (e.g., armored carrier units or engineer
units performing combat support engineer tasks, as

B-21
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applicable). These elements are listed in alpha-
betical sequence by branch. Normal service missions
are not included. It is not necessary to list all
the units in the command, nor is it required to give
instructions for the total employment of a particular
unit. For example, instructions to an engineer unit
concern only the combat support portion of the unit's
mission.

(a) Engr:

'4 ii

(b) Reserve:

S(8) Coordination Instructions. The last subparagraph
of paragraph 3 is entitled "Coordinating Instruc-
tions" and contains details of coordination and

S~control applicable to two or more elements of the
•. command. Troop safety measures appropriate to the
•! ~~~nuclear battlefield may be shown here. Restrictionswepn a '1

on use of nuclear waosmybe included. Priorities

and necessary coordination for use of the airspace
above the battlefield are shown here.B-2
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EXHIBIT 9

DEFENSIV7 SCENARIO

S A COMBAT SESSION BRIEFING

SITUATION

a. You are asked to continue in the role of G3 of
the 20th Inf Div (Mech).

b. The Division Commander has considered all de-
fensive planning recommendations. The result-
ing 20 Mech Div OPLAN 37 was approved by 3d
Corps. Therefore, your assignment is to ex-
ecute 20 Mech Div OPORD 37, a copy of which is
attached.

C. All units have now moved to defensive positions,
as portrayed on the operations Overlay for OPORD
37.

YOUR TASKS

In keeping with the mission of the 20th Div you are
to do everything you can to delay the aggressor and to
defend your sector.

You have already organized your forces and positioned
them for the defense. When combat starts you will be ad-
vised every ten minutes of developments. You will be able
to follow specific situations if you establish Standing
Requests for Information (SRI). If some of your units
are in trouble, you may wish to reinforce them by cross-
attachments, at the company and battalion levels, by
calling in tactical air strikes, or by requesting artillery
support. You may also access the data base, as you did
earlier, in order to extract particular items of informa-
tion.

)A
to We realize that a Division G3 would not be expected
to perform some of the tasks that we will ask you to do this
afternoon. These tasks will include calling in artillery
fires and air strikes to support your maneuver units,
normally a fire support coordinator function. However, we
need to know when such support would be given and how much
support would -e-alistically be given. Based on the responses
given by persons such as'yourself, we shall be able to
program the computer to handle the fire support and tac air
requirements in a realistic manner, so that future consultants
can proceed with their normal decision making tasks.
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The computer will not "know" when and how to use the I
simulated fire power unless we tell it. We prefer that
such judgements be based on data provided by experienced
military officers such as yourself.

Your specific goals are to hold terrain, inflict I
maximum personnel and materiel losses on the enemy, and
minimize such losses for your forces.

4. TASK ORGANIZATION AND MISSIONS

At the start of combat, all maneuver and support units
w.ll be organized and will receive initial mission direc-
tives in accordance with 20 Inf Div OPORD 37. Further
commands to use these units or to specific artillery and
air units will be initiated by you, using the CRT.

5. TIME

After you have been instructed in how to operate the
CRT keyboard, the exercise will begin. The exercise start
time/date will be 151240SEP. The start of the exercise
will be signalled by the general index automatically ap-
pearing on your CRT.

4

B2

'3
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This Exhibit is shown for example only. OPORD 37 will be a _
reflection of the completed G2/G3 tasks. It will be pre-
pared in hard copy during the break between planning and
combat phases.

EXHIBIT 10

(CM iSSIFICATION)

(No change from verbal orders)

EC-D3
Copy 2 of 12 copies
20 MECH DIV
CtrL4ITZ (011159) GERMANY
150300SEP74

OPORD 37

REFERENCE: A - Map, (Germany, 1:50,000, HOF - PLAUEN)

B - Map, (Central Germany, 1:250,000)

C - Overlay (20 Mech Div Area of Operations)

TASK ORGANIZATION

ist Bde 2d Bde

1-66 Mech 1-69 Mech
1-67 Mech 1-70 Mech
1-68 Mech 1-71 Mech
1-1 Armd 1- 2 Armd
1-45 FA(DS) 1-46 FA(DS)
B/1-439 ADA B/20 Engr(DS)
A/20 Engr(DS)

3d Bde DIV TRP

1-72 Mech 20 Engr (
.1-3 Armor 2 IVAVN
1-21 Cav 20 SIG
1-47 FA Bn-Grp 20 MP Co
1-47 FA
2-631 FA (155-SP)
(remains attached)

A/1-439
C/20 Engr(DS) DISCOM

B-26
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(CLASSIFICATION)

DIVARTY 20 Admin Co
20 Maint

1-48 FA 20 Med
1-49 FA 20 S&T
1-439 ADA (-)

1. SITUATION

a. Enemy Forces

(1) The Aggressor 16 Combined Army is expected
to attack through the Hof Gap with proba-
ble objective to secure the rail heads vic
COBURG (PA4070).

(2) Concentrations of enemy forces suggest that
main attack may occur in 20 Mech Div sector
along Avenue of Approach (Alpha). See over-lay. $

(3) Secondary attacks can be expected along
Avenues of Approach (Bravo), (Charlie), and
(Delta). See overlay.

(4) Enemy units opposing 20 Mech Div are approx-

imately 95 percent TO/E.

(5) Annex A (Intelligence).

b. Friendly Forces

(1) 3d (U.S.) Corps prepares to conduct mobile
defense in sector NLT 150400SEP with 57
Mech Div in the north, 20 Mech Div in the
center, and 74 Mech Div in the south. 56
Armd Div is Corps reserve with priority
of employment to 74th Mech Div. 401st
Arty Gp protects in priority Corps: FDA,
Corps reserve, corps command post.

4(2) 26 (UK) Armd Div supports 3d (US) Corps.

(3) Elements of 9th Tactical Air Force support
3d (US) Corps.

(4) 61st FA Grp GSR 20th Mech Div.
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c. Attachments and Detachments. Task Organization

2. MISSION

20 Mech Div defends NLT 150400SEP from (120270) to
(200120), retains Hills 715 (PA8678), 794 (PA8873) and
726 (PA9066) and delays Aggressor east of the Saale River
(190180) FEBA for 24 hours.

3. EXECUTION

a. Concept of Operation (Annex B Operation overlays

(1) Maneuver. 20th Mech Div conducts area de-
fense of the Saale River from (115275) to
(200130). 1st Bde defends in the north.
2d Bde defends in the south. 3d Bde, div
res, prepared to counterattack to restore
the FDA, priority to sector of 1st Bde.
3d Bde establishes div GOP of two battal-
ions to obtain 24-hour delay.

(2) Fires. Priority of artillery and close
air support first to the GOP, to the ist
Bde upon withdrawal of the GOP, to the
div res when committed.

b. 1st Bde:

S(1) Defends in Sector

(2) Prepare in priority: blocking positions
1, 2, and 3.

c. 2nd Bde:

(1) Defends in Sector

(2) Prepares in priority: blocking positions
4, 5, 6.

d. 3d Bde:

(1) Establishes GOP immediately with two bat-
tallion-sized task force; delays enemy
forward of FEBA for 24 hours.
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e. ARTY: -

(1) FA:

(a) 1-45 FA: DS 1st Bde

(b) 1-46 FA: DS 2d Bde

(c) 1-47 FA: Form 1-47 FA Bn-Gp; after
group ceases GSR 1-46 FA; DS 3d Bde
on committment

(d) 1-47 FA Bn-Gp:

1-47 FA
2-631 FA

Attached 3d Bde; attachment and Bn-Gp
cease on withdrawal of GOP.

(e) 1-48 FA: GSR 1-47 FA Bn-Gp; on with-
drawal GOP, GSR 1-45 FA

(f) 1-49 FA: GS

(g) 2-631 FA Atch 1-47 FA Bn-Gp; after group
ceases GSR 1-46 FA

(2) ADA:

(a) 1-439 ADA (-): Protect in priority:
division reserve, division command
post, DISCOM

(b) A-439 ADA: atchd 3d Bde; on withdrawal
of GOP; atchd 2d Bde

(c) B/1-439 ADA: atchd 1st Bde

(3) Annex C, Fire Support

f. 20 Mech Div Aviation: GS; support 3d Bde with
A/20 Avn until withdrawal GOP

B-29
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g. 20 Mech Div Engr: (-) : GS; priority to the re-
serve. On withdrawal GOP, C/20 Engr: DS 3d Bde

(1) 20 Engr

(2) Annex D (Engineer)

h. Reserve: (-)

(1) Battalion Task Force of 3d Bde until with-
drawal of GOP.

(2) 3d Bde after withdrawal through FEBA.

(3) Prepares to execute Div counterattacks,
priority to 1st Bde sector.

(4) Prepare to release one company for rear
area security.

i. Coordinating Instructions:

(1) Bdes in FDA support GOP withdrawal.

(2) 1st and 2d Bdes destroy Saale River
Bridges in sector upon withdrawal of GOP.

(3) Priority of road movement to GOP force

on withdrawal through sector.

4. SERVICE SUPPORT: ANNEX E

DISCOM operational in vicinity SCHWARZENBACK (PA8774)
NLT 150100SEP.

5. COMMAND AND SIGNAL: ANNEX F

Div CP opens in vicinity of CULMITZ (011159) 150300
SEP.

ACKNOWLEDGE Smith
MG

OFFICIAL:

Jones
G3
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Annexes A - Intelligence (omitted)
B - Operation Overlays
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EXHIBIT 13

DECISION AIDED SIMTOS

Thank you for your participation as a consultant in
this effort to develop automated decision support systems
for Army Officers. We know that it has been a strenuous
day, but we would appreciate a few more minutes of your
time. Your answer to the following questions can help
us refine our research and fulfill our objective of pro-
ducing military information systems that are responsive
to your needs. This information, as well as the rest
of today's materials, is confidential.

Personal Data

Name Present Rank

Age Years of Active Military Service

Present Position

Military Experience

1. Please summarize your military experience in chrono-
logical order in the spaces provided. Please summar-
ize any previous G3 experience.

YEAR UNIT TYPE POSITION HELD DURATION LOCATION1 CBAT
(Co. Bn. (Inf. Mech. (CO.G-3, ,cc) (Months) (Councry) (Months)

Div. Armd..
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2. If you have ever participated in ATT, CPX, FTM or

"tMap exercises in West Germany# please fill in the

following blanks. If yu have never participated

in these activities, continue to the next question.

YEAR UNIT ?OSITION Type and

.. .Co. Di,.) Cd -.. Xo Etc. Number of Exercises

i •- - __ 
_._.I

4

Education

3. Please indicate V whether you have attended any of

the following Army Schools. If you have, please fill

in the supplementary blanks.

Sa) U.S. Army Command and General Staff College

Year Graduated

b) National War college (Ft. McNair)

Year Graduated

c) Army War College (Carlisle Barracks)

Year Graduated

4. Please circle highest year completed-

College 1 2 3 4 Degree Field

Graduate 1 2 3 4 5 Degree Field

Review of SIMTOS

lease /your response.
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5. Were you satisfied with the way you YES NO

Swere contacted to participate as a
S~consultant?

6. Although SIsTOS ± s not an operational tactical informa-6 tional t system the knowledge being gained from itsstudy will serve as the background for the develop-Ment Of future decision support systems,
With the design of these future systems in mind, howwou d y u r te ~h''os (asYOU used it today) perfor-

• ~~~~would 
you rat* SIM TOS (a -s, . . .. , .. I d omance, i.e., how well did it help you Accomplish yourmission?

Fair 1 2 3 4 5 Excellent

Would you agree or disagree with the following state-ment: Military information systems must be responsiveo the information requirements and command cycle"of the user.

Agree Disagree
7. In which of the following functions would you prefer

to use an automated system instead of a staff officer( p l e a s e c h e c k &f) .

Intelligence Gathering
Troop Organization
Logistical Planning
Contingency Planning
Implementation of Orders
Communications

Other

Than youagain for parti.cipating in the evaluation o! de-
on these efforts.

W- ,
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